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Dear Sisters and Brothers, 

Throwing a Tantrum 

 

Greetings! I pray that this issue of PIANO will find you all keeping healthy and safe. By God’s grace here in the 

Vice Province all are safe and well. 

A few week ago, a Spanish journalist asked Pope Francis whether the 

COVID-19 pandemic  was nature’s way of taking revenge. To which the 

Holy Father  replied that the nature was calling for attention; she is     

throwing a tantrum so that we will take care of her. The question was 

posed to him around the time the Church, and the world at large, was  

marking a special week of study and initiatives to mark the fifth anniversary 

of ‘Laudato Sí’. Therefore, it was quite apt that Pope Francis used the    

opportunity to draw the world’s attention on how we have treated our   

planet. 

It is a call for humanity to remember what has been too often forgotten – 

that we are part of God’s creation, not over or against it, not above or radically different from it. It is a reminder 

to us that the universe is not a mere collection of objects for us to use and throw but a ‘community of subjects’ as our 

confrere Fr. Thomas Berry, C.P. has tried to remind us. All of us are part of this earth community. Therefore, we 

need to recover this inherent kinship with the rest of creation. This worldview may not be shared by many for 

whom consumerism, use, throw and buy again, has become the dominant worldview.  

For the last two months of the lockdown, the nature has been showing us in many ways that it has a place in 

God’s plan and that we must respect it. During this lockdown pe-

riod I have noticed that the flora and fauna, not seen for quite 

sometime, are coming back because of the reduced decibel level in 

the atmosphere and the reduced levels of pollutants sent into the air 

and the rivers. Recently, we heard the comforting news that the 

ozone layer was healing. The skylines are becoming clearer offering 

people views of mountain ranges that have been lost for decades 

because of air pollution.  The 

Ganges and the Yamuna rivers 

in India traditionally wor-

shipped as sacred by the Hindus have been extremely polluted over the past 

half a century. Two months of lockdown has brought life back to these sa-

cred rivers, the lifeline of hundreds of millions of people living along their 

banks. They are now visibly purer.  

With no traffic on the roads, animals are taking over the streets.  
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UPDATES 

These are not just sentimental thoughts but are real experiences of 

the past few months that must give us some food for thought,    

reflection and a change of how we behave vis-à-vis our               

environment.Qui tacet consentire videtur  Fr. Joachim has given us a 

tool in the “Passionist ‘examen’ in Time of Pandemic”, a 

prayerful reflection wherein he is asking us to look at our response 

in this situation, to look for and discover opportunities in this 

crisis, to learn something from it, to sense and detect God’s 

comforting and loving presence, etc.  

So, while we are yearning for a return to the normal, although life may not be the same again, we must not loose 

hope but allow ourselves to be challenged and changed by the experience. And, as Pope Francis put it at the end 

of his interview, “we are going to come out of this better…”! Hopefully! Stay healthy and stay safe! 

With every good wish,  

Fraternally, 

Paul Cherukoduth, CP 

Vice Provincial 

Prabin Francis receives the Passionist Habit 

and enters into the year of Novitiate.             

Fr. Paul presided over                                     

the Vestition Ceremony at                               

St. Gemma Novitiate, Nilambur. 
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Antony AV 01 

Antony John 06 

Nelson 10 

Sony 02 

Jose 02 

Louis 02 

Prem 02 

Noble 02 

Abiyouth 02 

Moncy 10 

Birthdays 

JUNE 

Alfin 17 

Jenish 21 

Paul 27 

Profession 

Mahendra 10 

Binod 10 

Devaraj 10 

Students of Theology renewed their vows at Jeevadhama, Frs. Xavier, Paschal and Louis preached           

a retreat in order to prepare them for the same. (above) 

Bro. Binod, who could nor travel back, renewed his vows in the place of his ministry in the                 

Archdiocese of Imphal. (below) 
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Feast of St. Gemma is celebrated at Gyananilaya, 

Bophal. (left above) Fr. Antony AV blessed the 

foundation stone for a new Grotto in St. Gemma 

Novitiate, Nilambur. (right above)                    

New Cross with Passionist Sign is erected at the 

Grotto in Randham. (left) Sanctuary of Ladapadi 

Chapel (substation of Randham) is modified with 

paintings by Fr. Rajan and the St. Gabriel’s 

Youth. (left &below) 

Frs. Paul & Antony AV visited the grave of Fr. Xavier VT  



Masks stitched by community and food packets are being packed to be distributed as Cochin         

community’s second phase of relief works. (right above & below) 
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St. Thomas the Apostle, Vice Province, (THOM) 

Congregation of the Passion, 

Passionist Jyotir Bhavan, 

Carmelaram, P.O. Bangalore - 560035. 

Karnataka, India. Mob: +91-8129195929 

Email ID: thomviceprovince@gmail.com, 

clpaulcp1@gmail.com 

Verba volant, scripta manent! 

Second Phase of Covid-19 Relief Works: Dry food packets were distributed in Palliport Parish, (above) 

Randham and its substations Vellambi & Sennathur. (below)  


